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Abstract

I argue differences in the political cost of military mobilization in democracies and dictator-
ships underlie variation in international crisis bargaining and conflict behavior across regime
type. I develop a model in which a war’s outcome is influenced by mobilization efforts and the
political costs associated with increasing military spending are higher in democracies than in
dictatorships. The model provides an explanation for known empirical regularities and implies
previously unidentified relationships between regime type and interstate conflict. Consistent
with one of the model’s novel predictions, empirical analyses indicate democracies are less likely
to initiate interstate crises that lead to fighting than are non-democracies when the distribution
of capabilities is roughly equal, but not when one state is substantially stronger than the other
state. My findings have implications for our understanding of when and why crisis bargaining
and interstate conflict processes differ across regime type.
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Waging interstate war and determining how a government spends its resources are among the

most consequential decisions leaders make, influencing not only their own fates but also those of

their citizens, governments, and states (Levi 1988, Tilly 1992, Bueno de Mesquita et al. 2003,

Iqbal 2006, Chiozza and Goemans 2011). Further, interstate conflict and government spending,

especially on the military, affect one another: participation in an interstate war is associated with

increases in military spending (Sandler and Hartley 1995, Goldsmith 2003) and military spending

influences conflict initiation, escalation, and outcomes (among others, Schelling 1960, Bueno de

Mesquita et al. 2003, Arena and Wolford 2012). I argue the relationship between interstate war

and patterns of government spending and variation in the political costs of military mobilization

across regime type lead to differences in the crisis bargaining and conflict behavior of democracies

and dictatorships.1

My underlying argument is straightforward. Prosecuting a war is associated with higher military

spending and, often, lower social spending (Sandler and Hartley 1995). Democratic leaders rely on

the political support of the general public to remain in power to a greater degree than dictators

(e.g., Dahl 1971). As the public generally prefers lower military spending and higher social spending

than the civilian elite and members of the military (Holsti 1998, Page, Bartels and Seawright

2013), the political cost of war-time military mobilization is higher in democracies than it is in

dictatorships (Carter 2017). This variation across regime type in the political cost of mobilization

influences the decisions of office-valuing leaders and, consequently, patterns of crisis bargaining and

the prosecution of interstate wars in democracies and dictatorships.

I use a bargaining model to derive a set of empirical expectations about the relationship between

leader survival, military mobilization, and interstate conflict. The model analyzes a scenario in

which two leaders can engage in crisis bargaining over a revision to the international status quo, a

leader can improve her state’s performance in a war through mobilization, and increasing military

spending is politically costlier in democracies than in dictatorships. The model offers a unified

rational explanation for known empirical regularities and yields novel predictions related to patterns

1Unless explicitly noted, I use the words autocracy, dictatorship, non-democracy, and their derivatives interchange-
ably.
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of conflict behavior across regime type. The model indicates that the ex ante balance-of-power

influences the extent to which democratic leaders and dictators behave differently. This is because

optimal mobilization efforts increase as the military balance approaches parity and the difference

in the political costs democratic leaders and dictators pay for mobilizing increases with the size of

a mobilization effort. Consistent with the formal model’s expectation, I find that democracies are

less likely than non-democracies to initiate interstate crises that lead to conflict when the balance-

of-capabilities is approximately equal but not when either the challenger or target has a decided

military advantage.

This article makes three significant contributions to the study of international relations. First,

it adds to the growing body of research that concludes the relationship between regime type and

interstate conflict is more complicated than depicted by early work on the topic (e.g., Maoz and

Russett 1993). For example, recent scholarship suggests whether patterns of interstate conflict

initiation, escalation, and/or outcomes differ across regime type is conditional on stable borders

(Gibler 2012), access to cheap credit (Shea 2014), income inequality (Caverley 2014), media access

and opposition parties (Baum and Potter 2015), and the international hierarchy (McDonald 2015).

My theoretical and empirical results indicate the balance-of-power also influences whether democ-

racies and dictatorships differ with respect to crisis bargaining and the prosecution of interstate

conflict.

Second, my results challenge the idea of a “democratic advantage” in foreign policy in two

ways. The first concerns the claim that democracies are more likely to win the interstate wars

they fight than are non-democracies because democracies disproportionately select out of wars

against stronger opponents and try harder to win the wars they fight (Lake 1992, Reiter and

Stam 2002, Bueno de Mesquita et al. 2004). My results suggest democratic leaders are indeed more

selective than dictators, but scholars are looking for democratic selectivity in the wrong place. I find

that democracies and dictatorships are equally likely to initiate crises against substantially weaker

opponents and substantially stronger opponents, but that democracies disproportionately select

out of “fair fights” against opponents with similar levels of capabilities (Desch 2003, Lake 2003).

Further, the formal model developed here indicates that equilibrium mobilization efforts are smaller
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in democracies than in dictatorships, a result consistent with the empirical findings of Carter and

Palmer (2015). The most popular explanations for democratic success in interstate wars, then, do

not appear hold in the contemporary international system.

A second strand of democratic advantage scholarship holds that democracies should obtain

better deals at the international level than non-democracies. This claim is most closely associated

with the influential “two-level games” and “audience costs” literatures (Putnam 1988, Fearon 1994)

and can be traced back to Schelling (1960). The formal model developed here implies democratic

leaders will accept worse bargains to avoid waging interstate war than dictators when the war would

be fought against an opponent with similar capabilities. This is because democratic leaders expect

to obtain worse war outcomes than dictators at parity and the share of international benefits a

leader can obtain through a negotiated settlement is a function of what she can obtain through

war. Taken together, then, the formal and empirical results presented here indicate the difference

in the political cost of mobilization across regime type represents a democratic disadvantage with

respect to foreign policy.

Third, the theoretical argument and formal model explain variation in crisis bargaining and

interstate conflict across regime type based on the empirical observation that democratic leaders

pay a higher political price for increasing military spending during war-time than do dictators

(Carter 2017). Most existing institutional explanations of conflict behavior as a function of regime

type rely on the empirically questionable assumptions that democratic leaders are more likely to be

punished for participating in or losing an interstate war than dictators (see Chiozza and Goemans

(2004) and Debs and Goemans (2010) on this issue). Thus, my theoretical argument is based on

firmer microfoundations than most accounts of the relationship between regime type and interstate

conflict processes.

The remainder of the article proceeds in five sections. The first describes the relationship

between government spending, interstate war, and leader survival. The second section develops

a bargaining model that incorporates variation in the political cost of mobilization across regime

type while the third derives a set of expectations. The fourth presents my empirical analysis of the

relationship between regime type, the distribution of capabilities, and the initiation of interstate
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crises that end in conflict. I conclude with a discussion of my findings’ larger implications for our

understanding of interstate conflict.

1 Interstate War, Government Spending, and the Fate of Leaders

Interstate war exerts a powerful influence on patterns of government spending (Sandler and

Hartley 1995). During the period between 1950 and 2001, average annual military expenditures

were 172% higher, non-military expenditures were 33% lower, and health care spending was 16.2%

lower when states were involved in an interstate war than when they were at peace.2 Scholars

have long studied how increased military spending could serve as a costly signal that affects the

onset and escalation of crises (Schelling 1960) and the influence of mobilization on interstate war

outcomes (Organski and Kugler 1980). It is somewhat surprising, then, that little attention has

been given to the domestic political consequences of increasing war-time military spending given

that the survival of political leaders is intimately related to how they allocate the scarce resources

available to them and prosecute interstate wars (Bueno de Mesquita et al. 1999, Chiozza and

Goemans 2004, Debs and Goemans 2010). I argue the domestic political costs of war mobilization

are higher in democracies than in dictatorships.

My argument begins with the observations that all leaders require the political support of

some portion of their domestic audience to remain in power (Bueno de Mesquita et al. 2003) and

democrats and dictators alike retain this support, at least partially, by being responsive to their key

constituents’ policy preferences (e.g., Dahl 1971, Gandhi and Przeworski 2006, Svolik 2009). One

of the most important ways in which an incumbent is responsive to her constituents’ preferences

is by allocating resources to their preferred policies (Smith and Bueno de Mesquita 2011, Arena

and Nicoletti 2014). Accordingly, a leader is more likely to remain in power when her domestic

audience is pleased with patterns of government spending. This implies leaders pay a political

price for mobilizing to the extent that their key constituents prefer the peace-time distribution of

government spending to patterns of war-time expenditures.

2Figures reflect spending as a percentage of GDP and are based on data from the following sources: military
expenditures CINC, non-military spending (Heston, Summers and Aten 2012), health care spending (Kugler 2002),
and GDP data (Gleditsch 2002).
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This leads to an important question: how do citizens want their governments to allocate eco-

nomic resources? It is useful at this point to divide a state’s population between the elite, who con-

sist of wealthy civilians and members of the military, and the more numerous and relatively poorer

general public (e.g., Boix 2003, Acemoglu and Robinson 2006). This allows us to consider how vari-

ation among the public and elite in preferences over government spending and political influence

across regime type affects the political cost of mobilization in democracies and non-democracies.

One of the fundamental distinctions between democracies and dictatorships lies in the relative

political power of the public and elite. Members of the public have more political power and

influence vis-à-vis the elite in a democracy than they do in an autocracy (Dahl 1971, Przeworski

1991, Boix 2003, Acemoglu and Robinson 2006).3 This variation suggests that, all else equal,

democratic incumbents are more likely to be punished for enacting policies that run counter to the

preferences of the general public than dictators and dictators are more likely to punished for going

against the civilian elite and/or military than democratic leaders.

Variation in democrats’ and dictators’ key constituents has implications for the political cost of

mobilization. The public generally prefers their government to spend less on the military and more

on social programs than the political elite. This claim follows from four observations. The first two

concern the preferences of the public and military over military spending. First, military training

socializes members of a state’s armed forces to value a stronger military and favor higher military

spending than the civilian population (Nordlinger 1977, Geddes 2003). Second, the public and

members of the military have personal reasons to assess military spending beyond what is required

for the public good of national security differently. Military spending above the level necessary to

provide national security crowds out consumption spending popular among the public (Sprout and

Sprout 1968, Fordham and Walker 2005) but finances private benefits and club goods for members

of the military. For example, members of the U.S. military and their families are able to shop

at commissaries with prices that “are, on average, about 30 percent less than at grocery stores

off base” (Chandrasekaran 2013). Survey research is consistent with the claim that civilians and

3To be clear, the relative political power of societal groups can vary within each type of regime; for example,
military juntas vs. civilian dictatorships. While this variation exists, it does not challenge the observation that the
relative political power of the public and elite is systematically different in democracies than it is in non-democracies.
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members of the military differ on their preferred level of military spending: compared to members

of the military, members of the public are less likely to prefer higher military spending (Bachman,

Blair and Segal 1977) and are more likely to support reducing military spending to increase social

spending (Holsti 1998, Szayna et al. 2007).

The next two observations concern the preferences of the public and civilian elite over social

spending. First, the public derives more direct benefits from social spending than do the wealthy

civilian elite, whom can provide themselves with the services that the public receives via the wel-

fare state. Second, social welfare spending largely is financed through taxes on the civilian elite

(Przeworski et al. 2000, Boix 2003). The civilian elite therefore bear the brunt of the costs of

the social welfare state while deriving fewer benefits than the public. This is consistent with the

negative relationship between income and support for the welfare state in the United States and

Europe (Jæger 2006, Gilens 2009, Page, Bartels and Seawright 2013).

The preceding discussion suggests military mobilization should be costlier in democracies than

in dictatorships. Leaders are more likely to be punished when they implement policies inconsistent

with their key constituents’ preferences. The general public typically prefers lower military spending

and higher social spending than members of the military and civilian elite. This suggests the public’s

valuation of a war’s outcome is decreasing in the resources mobilized to fight the war to a greater

degree than members of the military and civilian elite. Mobilization efforts therefore reduce the

value of a given war outcome to a greater extent for democratic leaders’ key constituents than is

the case for autocratic leaders’ key constituents.

My argument about the political costs of mobilization across regime type differs from some

existing work on the topic. Bueno de Mesquita et al. (1999, 2003, 2004) argue mobilization should

be politically costlier for autocratic leaders than for democratic leaders because financing a war

effort decreases the resources available to spend on the private benefits that ensure a dictator’s

political survival. Similarly, Goldsmith (2007) argues opposition parties will ensure democratic

leaders who fail to devote enough resources to a war effort will be punished, a dynamic that does

not exist in non-democracies.
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While their claims are plausible, neither Bueno de Mesquita et al. nor Goldsmith empirically

assess the effect of military mobilization on leader survival. In contrast, both systematic and

anecdotal evidence are consistent with my account of the political cost of mobilization across regime

type. Most notably, Carter (2017) finds that increasing military spending during an interstate war

increases the probability democratic leaders are removed from power but not dictators between

1950 and 2001. Importantly, this relationship holds when a mobilization effort is not associated

with a decrease in social spending. This suggests the political costs of increasing military spending

during a war are relatively greater for democratic leaders than their autocratic counterparts even if

democratic leaders avoid the guns-and-butter trade-off by borrowing money (Schultz and Weingast

2003).

Anecdotally, the experiences of Winston Churchill and Josef Stalin at the end of World War

II are consistent with the argument that military mobilization is politically costlier in democracies

than in dictatorships. On July 25th, 1945, Prime Minister Churchill and Deputy Prime Minister

Clement Attlee left the Potsdam Conference for London for the returns of the British General

Election. Despite opinion polls foreshadowing the event (Courier-Mail 1945), the announcement

on July 26th that Churchill’s Conservative Party had been soundly defeated by Attlee’s Labour

Party took many by surprise. Churchill remained in London when Prime Minister Attlee returned

to the Potsdam Conference on July 27th as Britain’s official representative (Harris 1982). Given

that both leaders oversaw winning war efforts, why was Churchill removed from office before the

end of World War II while Stalin continued ruling the Soviet Union until his death in 1953?

That Stalin was not removed from power at the conclusion of World War II is unsurprising.

Stalin consolidated political power throughout the war and, on average, winning an interstate

war reduces the probability non-democratic leaders will lose office (Chiozza and Goemans 2004).

Further, while Soviet military expenditures increased from 13.4% of GDP in 1938 to an average of

23.3% of GDP during the war4, dictators’ political survival is not influenced by the size of their

mobilization efforts (Carter 2017). In contrast, democratic leaders are not rewarded with longer

4The above statistics are based on military expenditure data from Singer, Bremer and Stuckey (1972) and GDP
data from (Maddison 2008).
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tenures for winning a war (Chiozza and Goemans 2004, Debs and Goemans 2010) and increasing

war-time military spending increases the probability they will be removed from power (Carter 2017).

Thus, the increase in British military spending from 6.2% of GDP in 1938 to an average of 38.7%

between 1939 and 1945 helped the British defeat the Axis but threatened Churchill’s ability to

defeat Attlee.

Qualitative evidence offers support for my argument as well. Churchill was consumed by de-

feating the Axis Powers. Indeed, Churchill proclaimed a singular aim of “Victory. Victory at

all costs. Victory in spite of all terror. Victory however long and hard the road may be” in his

first speech to the House of Commons as Prime Minister (Churchill 1940). This focus motivated

the extensive mobilization of the British economy, but came at the expense of domestic political

considerations. This view is reflected in Conservative MP Cuthbert Headlam’s remark in 1944

that, “Never was a party so leaderless as is the Conservative Party today” (quoted on page 472 of

Ball 2013). While Churchill focused on the war and the Conservative Party floundered, Attlee’s

Labour Party advocated for an expansive social welfare state. Labour proposed that the British

government guarantee social insurance, social security, health care, primary and secondary educa-

tion, housing, and full employment to its citizens and, upon the termination of hostilities, a prompt

demobilization of the military (Harris 1982). Churchill viewed these proposals as a distraction to

the war effort. He felt a hasty demobilization was irresponsible and that the massive expansion of

the social welfare state advocated by Labour was too expensive to be implemented, especially as

long as Britain was involved in the war (Harris 1982, Ball 2013). Churchill was immensely popular

throughout the war, with approval ratings never falling below 78% (Addison 2013). However, the

war-weary British public embraced Labour’s proposed policies and preferred them over the Con-

servative Party’s platform: a May 1945 Gallup poll found that Labour had a 16 percentage point

lead over the Conservatives in terms of intended vote for the General Election (Courier-Mail 1945).

On election day Labour received 47.7% of the popular vote and 393 seats in Parliament while the

Conservatives received 36.2% of the vote and 197 seats. In the end, the man credited with saving

his country handily lost re-election as the British public chose Attlee’s promises of reduced military

spending and an expanded social welfare state over Churchill’s continued mobilization.
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Waging interstate war requires political leaders to increase the economic resources dedicated to

military spending. The empirical record suggests the political costs of these mobilization efforts are

greater in democracies than in dictatorships. The next section presents a crisis bargaining model

that incorporates this observation.

2 Model

The model considers the decisions of the leaders (Li) of two states (i = {1, 2}) and their key

domestic constituents (Di).
5 The game begins at the international level, where L1 and L2 can

engage in crisis bargaining over a contentious issue whose total value is normalized to one. It is

useful to think of the issue as a piece of disputed territory, but the disagreement could be over any

issue. After the conclusion of the international stage, D1 and D2 decide whether to keep or replace

their respective leaders in the domestic stage.

L1 controls xsq ∈ [0, 1] and L2 controls 1− xsq at the beginning of the game. L1 can choose to

accept the status quo or engage in crisis bargaining with L2 over the disputed territory. If L1 accepts

the status quo, the game moves to the domestic stage. If L1 decides to initiate crisis bargaining,

she demands xn ∈ [0, 1] from L2. If L2 accepts the demand, the game moves to the domestic stage.

If L2 rejects xn, then L1 and L2 mobilize and fight an interstate war that imposes cost ci > 0 on

each side regardless of the war’s outcome. L1 captures the share q1 ∈ (0, 1) of the benefits from

the war and L2 captures share q2 = 1− q1.6 The share each leader obtains from the war is defined

as the product of her country’s share of the ex ante balance-of-forces (g1 ∈ (0, 1) and g2 = 1− g1)7

and the proportionate, continuous outcome contest success function mi
mi+mj

, where mi represents a

leader’s mobilization effort and mj represents her opponent’s mobilization effort (Hirshleifer 1989,

1991 and Chaudoin 2016).8 The political cost of military mobilization is a function of the size of the

5I describe L1’s behavior with female pronouns and L2’s behavior with male pronouns.
6Characterizing war outcomes as “captured shares” more accurately describes the limited nature of most interstate

wars (Filson and Werner 2004, Wolford 2014).
7Importantly, the ex ante distribution of capabilities is not the same thing as the status quo distribution of

international benefits (Lemke and Reed 1998).
8This specification captures the ideas that larger mobilization efforts are associated with better war outcomes and

mobilization efforts will have a larger influence on a war’s outcome when each state is roughly comparable in power
than when one state is far stronger than the other.
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mobilization effort and the extent to which a leader’s key domestic constituents value lower military

spending. This is captured by multiplying the marginal political cost of mobilization (µi > 0) by the

resources mobilized (mi). Drawing on the discussion in the previous section, the model assumes

the marginal political cost of mobilization is higher in democracies (d) than in autocracies (a):

µdi > µai . Thus, the war outcomes for each state are defined as w1 = g1
m1

m1+m2
− c1 − µ1m1 and

w2 = g2
m2

m1+m2
− c2 − µ2m2.

Following the international stage, the domestic audience in each state decides whether to keep

or replace its incumbent leader with a political rival. I assume domestic audiences want competent

political leadership and assess a given leader’s competence based on his or her performance at the

international level (Smith 1998, Saunders and Wolford 2015). Whether or not a domestic audience

replaces its leader, though, is also a function of the quality of the political challenger (bi ≥ 0) and

the structural cost of removing a leader (ki > 0). The relative cost of removing an incumbent

leader from power systematically varies as a function of regime type. Specifically, it is costlier for

a domestic audience to replace an incumbent in a dictatorship than in a democracy (McGillivray

and Smith 2008, Debs and Goemans 2010). The model therefore assumes kai > kdi . Di receives the

value of the outcome of the international stage (z1 ∈ {xsq, xn, w1} and z2 ∈ {1 − xsq, 1 − xn, w2})

if it keeps Li and the benefit of the political challenger minus the cost of replacement (bi − ki) if

it removes the incumbent leader. Li receives the value of the outcome of the international stage

(zi) and an incumbency payoff of Ii > 0 if Di retains her and a payoff of 0 if she is ousted by

her domestic audience. Table 1 describes each player’s payoff for each possible outcome at the

international and domestic stages of the game.

Table 1: Payoffs for Each Player

International Outcome Status Quo Settlement War

Domestic Outcome Keep Replace Keep Replace Keep Replace

L1 xsq + I1 0 xn + I1 0 g1
m1

m1+m2
− c1 − µ1m1 + I1 0

L2 1− xsq + I2 0 1− xn + I2 0 g2
m2

m1+m2
− c2 − µ2m2 + I2 0

D1 xsq b1 − k1 xn b1 − k1 g1
m1

m1+m2
− c1 − µ1m1 b1 − k1

D2 1− xsq b2 − k2 1− xn b2 − k2 g2
m2

m1+m2
− c2 − µ2m2 b2 − k2

Last, the model assumes that D1 will not remove L1 if she chooses not to initiate a crisis
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(Saunders and Wolford 2015). This assumption rules out “diversionary conflicts” and, therefore,

is useful for keeping the analytical focus on how variation in the political cost of mobilization

influences the initiation and outcome of interstate crises. Formally, this assumption imposes the

condition xsq ≥ b1 − k1 on the model.

3 Formal Analysis

My discussion of the formal results proceeds as follows. I first describe the domestic audiences’

decision rule for retaining or replacing an incumbent leader. I then identify optimal mobilization

efforts in the case of war. This section concludes with a set of implications for patterns of war

mobilization and interstate crisis bargaining in democracies and dictatorships. For expositional

purposes, I describe the results using minimal formal notation in the main text and present technical

details and proofs in the appendix.

3.1 Domestic Audiences’ Decision Rule

Domestic audiences want competent political leadership and choose whether to keep or remove

their leader based on a comparison of what he or she obtained in the international stage of the

game and the net benefit of replacing the leader with a challenger. For international outcome zi,

Di’s decision rule is as follows:

Di keeps Li when zi ≥ bi − ki and replaces  Li otherwise. (1)

Inequality 1 is consistent with two important claims in the literature on the relationship between

domestic politics and interstate conflict. First, the outcomes leaders obtain at the international

level influence their political fates (Chiozza and Goemans 2004). All else equal, securing better

international outcomes makes it less likely a leader will be replaced by her domestic audience.

Second, because the structural cost of replacing an incumbent with a political challenger is rela-

tively higher in autocracies, democratic leaders need to obtain relatively better outcomes at the
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international level to secure their political survival. This is consistent with most formal and in-

formal theories of the relationship between regime type and domestic and international politics

(Dahl 1971, Putnam 1988, Lake and Baum 2001, Bueno de Mesquita et al. 2003, McGillivray and

Smith 2008).9

3.2 Mobilization Efforts

The domestic audiences’ decision rule indicates leaders are less likely to be removed from power

as they obtain better outcomes at the international level. Bargaining at the international stage

takes place in the shadow of a costly war in which both leaders must mobilize resources to fight.

Accordingly, the terms of a negotiated settlement acceptable to both leaders are a function of their

respective utilities for fighting a war against one another, which is partially determined by their

respective mobilization efforts. Thus, the outcome at the international level, whether a crisis is

resolved peacefully, through conflict, or initiated in the first place, and whether a leader can deliver

an international outcome good enough to secure her political survival is a function of the resources

she would mobilize in the event of a war. The optimal mobilization effort (mi) for a given leader

maximizes the shares her country will receive from fighting a war given her state’s share of the

pre-war balance-of-forces (gi), the political cost of mobilization in her state µi, and her opponent’s

mobilization effort (mj); or, argmax
mi

gi

(
mi

mi +mj

)
− µimi. Solving this maximization problem

and defining each leader’s optimal mobilization effort in terms of the political cost of mobilization

in her country µi, the political cost of mobilization in her opponent’s country µj , and the ex ante

distribution of forces (gi and gj) yields the following optimal mobilization efforts for L1 and L2:

m∗
1 =

µ2
g2(

µ1
g1

+ µ2
g2

)
2

(2)

9Despite the near ubiquity of this idea, whether democratic leaders are empirically more likely to be punished for
losing an interstate war than are non-democratic leaders is a topic of continued debate in the literature (Chiozza and
Goemans 2004, Debs and Goemans 2010, Croco and Weeks 2016).
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m∗
2 =

µ1
g1(

µ1
g1

+ µ2
g2

)
2

(3)

Equations 2 and 3 indicate the extent to which a leader increases military spending to fight a

war is a function of the political cost she and her opponent pay for mobilizing resources (µ1 and

µ2) and the ex ante distribution of military forces (g1 and g2). Comparative statics on leaders’

optimal mobilization efforts m∗
i yield a set of complex, non-linear relationships (provided in the

appendix). I therefore use a set of numerical calculations to illustrate optimal mobilization efforts

(see Slantchev (2005) for an example of this approach). Figure 1 plots the optimal mobilizations

for L1 (Row 1) and L2 (Row 2) across the range of ex ante distributions of forces as a function of

µ1 and µ2. The political cost of mobilization in State 1 is set to 0.01 in Column A, 0.05 in Column

B, and 0.1 in Column C. Variation in the political cost of mobilization in State 2 is identified by

the color and pattern of the lines in each panel of Figure 1. A solid red line indicates µ2 = 0.01, a

dashed black line indicates µ2 = 0.05, and a dotted blue line indicates µ2 = 0.1.

Figure 1 illustrates three of the model’s implications for leaders’ optimal mobilization efforts.

Result 1: Optimal mobilization efforts are largest when the ex ante distribution of forces is roughly

equal and decrease as one state becomes increasingly preponderant over the other.

Optimal mobilization efforts are a non-monotonic function of a state’s share of the pre-war

military balance. In particular, a leader will mobilize fewer resources to fight a war when either

side has a decided advantage than when the ex ante distribution of forces is relatively equal. This

relationship is apparent in the optimal mobilization efforts in Figure 1. The logic behind this result

is fairly straightforward. The outcome of an interstate war is a function of the balance of pre-war

forces and each side’s mobilization effort. The extent to which mobilization efforts influence the

outcome of a war is much larger when belligerents are roughly equally matched than when one state

is substantially preponderant over the other. Accordingly, a leader has less to gain from mobilizing

when one state is substantially preponderant over another than when opponents possess similar

capabilities. It therefore follows that states will mobilize fewer resources to fight a war when either
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m
1*

Column A: µ1 = .05 Column B: µ1 = .1 Column C: µ1 = .25

m
2*

0.00 0.25 0.50 0.75 1.00

g1
0.00 0.25 0.50 0.75 1.00

g1 g1
0.00 0.25 0.50 0.75 1.00

µ2 = 0.05 µ2 = 0.1 µ2 = 0.25

Figure 1: Optimal Mobilization Efforts (m∗
1 and m∗

2) as a Function of the Political Cost of
Mobilization (µ1 and µ2) and the Balance-of-Forces (g1).

side has a significant pre-war advantage than when the ex ante distribution of forces is relatively

equal. The qualitative nature of this result is similar to contest models that indicate variation

in actors’ values over outcomes induces non-linear effort levels (Hirshleifer 1991, Corchón 2007,

Chaudoin 2016).

The theoretical literature on military mobilization that considers the distribution of capabilities

typically focuses on how mobilization efforts shape the military balance and the onset and/or

outcomes of war (e.g., Slantchev 2005). Less attention has been paid to how the ex ante distribution

of forces affects mobilization efforts. In a notable exception, Arena and Wolford (2012) demonstrate

that, in some circumstances, the incentive to invest in military mobilization is increasing in a state’s

investment in intelligence and states have a greater incentive to invest in intelligence as the military

balance approaches parity. I am unaware of empirical research that considers how the pre-war

balance of forces affects mobilization during an interstate war.
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Result 2: All else equal, democracies will have smaller mobilization efforts than dictatorships.

Result 2 follows directly from variation across regime type in the political cost of mobilization.

Specifically, as the marginal cost of mobilization increases, the optimal level of mobilization de-

creases. Consider first L1’s optimal mobilization efforts across Row 1 for a given combination of the

pre-war distribution of forces and the political cost of mobilization for L2. For any combination of

g1 and µ2, m
∗
1 is higher in Column A than it is in Column B than it is in Column C. Turning to L2’s

optimal mobilizations, it is straightforward to see that for any given distribution of ex ante forces

m∗
2 gets progressively lower as the political cost of mobilization increases in each panel of Row 2.

The model therefore implies that, all else equal, the increase in military spending associated with

interstate war will be smaller in democracies than in non-democracies.

This expectation is consistent with the empirical relationship between regime type and military

mobilization in the contemporary international system. Carter and Palmer (2015) find that non-

democracies increase military spending to a greater degree than democracies during the interstate

wars fought between 1950 and 2001. However, research examining earlier time periods comes to

different, and divergent, conclusions. Kugler and Domke (1986) and Reiter and Stam (2002) find no

relationship between regime type and the mobilization efforts of participants in the global wars of

the 20th century and all wars between 1816 and 1990, respectively. In contrast, Bueno de Mesquita

et al. (2003, 2004) and Goldsmith (2007) conclude democracies mobilized more resources for 19th

and 20th century interstate wars than did non-democracies. Thus, the model is consistent with the

empirical record for the modern international system, but not research that considers the period

before the end of World War II.

One plausible explanation for these disparate findings is that the relationship between leader

survival, military mobilization, and regime type has changed over time. Ruggie (1982) argues

democratic publics only came to expect expansive welfare states as part of the embedded liberalism

compromise. This implies the political cost of mobilization might have been lower in democracies

prior to the end of World War II and offers an explanation for the larger democratic mobilization

efforts identified by Bueno de Mesquita et al. (2003, 2004) and Goldsmith (2007).
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Result 3: The difference in the size of optimal mobilization efforts for democracies and dictator-

ships are largest when the ex ante distribution of forces is roughly equal and decrease as one state

becomes increasingly preponderant over the other.

This result follows from the interaction between the political cost of mobilization across regime

type and the relationship between the balance-of-power and the size of leaders’ optimal mobiliza-

tion efforts. All else equal, optimal mobilization efforts are larger in equilibrium when a state is

facing an opponent of comparable strength. At the same time, because the marginal political cost

of mobilization is greater in democracies than in dictatorships, increasing levels of military mobi-

lization lead to larger differences in the utility of mobilization for dictators and democrats. This

result is easiest to see in Row 2 of Figure 1. In particular, the differences in L2’s optimal mobiliza-

tion efforts given different values of µ2 are greater when the distribution of ex ante capabilities is

roughly equal than when one state is significantly stronger than the other. I am unaware of any

theoretical or empirical analyses that suggest the pre-war balance-of-forces should condition the

relative mobilization efforts of democracies and dictatorships.

3.3 Crisis Bargaining

The political cost of mobilization affects multiple aspects of crisis bargaining. I focus on two of

the model’s implications here. The first concerns the terms of the deals democrats and dictators

will accept in crisis bargaining.

Result 4: Dictators will require a larger share of the international benefits to accept a negotiated

settlement in lieu of war when the ex ante distribution of forces is approximately equal than

democratic leaders, but this difference declines as one state becomes increasingly preponderant

over the other.

The model indicates democrats will accept worse deals than dictators to avoid mobilizing and

fighting a war against an evenly matched opponent. There are two negotiated settlements that L2

will accept to avoid fighting against L1 in equilibrium. The first occurs when L2 could obtain a war
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outcome sufficiently good enough to remain in power (i.e., g2
m∗

2
m∗

1+m
∗
2
− c2−µ2m∗

2 ≥ b2−k2). In this

scenario, L2 will accept all xn ≤ 1− g2
m∗

2
m∗

1+m
∗
2

+ c2 +µ2m
∗
2 ≡ x̂ from L1. The share of international

benefits L2 requires to reach a negotiated settlement is increasing in how well he will do if crisis

bargaining fails and the two sides fight a war. A leader’s expected utility for fighting a war is

increasing in his or her optimal mobilization effort and decreasing in the political cost he or she

pays for mobilizing. The difference in the optimal mobilization efforts for dictators and democrats

is larger at parity than when one belligerent is significantly stronger than the other. It therefore

follows that the difference in the terms of settlement democrats and dictators are willing to accept

during crisis bargaining should also be greater when opposing sides possess similar capabilities than

when one side is substantially stronger than the other.

To help demonstrate this result, Figure 2 plots the difference in x̂ across State 1’s share of dyadic

capabilities (g1) when the political cost of mobilization in State 2 is relatively high (µ2 = 0.25) and

relatively low (µ2 = 0.05).10 Positive values indicate L2 requires a relatively smaller share of the

international benefits to settle when the political cost of mobilization is high than when it is low

while negative values indicate L2 will accept a relatively worse deal to avoid war when the political

cost of mobilization is low than when it is high. For illustrative purposes, let us consider one state

as being substantially stronger than its opponent when it controls between 75% and 100% of total

dyadic capabilities. The mean difference in x̂ is 0.5 when L2 is substantially stronger than L1 and

0.02 when L1 is substantially stronger than L2. However, the mean difference in x̂ grows to 0.7

when neither side is substantially stronger than the other. Figure 2 therefore clearly demonstrates

that leaders who pay a higher political cost for mobilization will accept worse deals to avoid fighting

a war than leaders who pay a lower political cost for mobilizing and the difference in the terms of

an acceptable agreement are greater when the distribution of capabilities is roughly equal.

There are also cases that exist in equilibrium where L1 demands and L2 accepts xn = 1. This

occurs when the outcome of a war is such that D2 would replace L2 with a political challenger

in the event of a war (i.e., g2
m∗

2
m∗

1+m
∗
2
− c2 − µ2m∗

2 < b2 − k2). Here, L1 knows L2 will prefer any

negotiated settlement over mobilizing and fighting a war and, accordingly, will demand and receive

10The calculations reported in Figure 2 also assume µ1 = 0.05, c1 = 0.05, and c2 = 0.05.
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Figure 2: The Difference in the Terms of an Acceptable Settlement (x̂) to L2 as a Function of the
Political Cost of Mobilization in State 2 (µ2) across the Balance-of-Forces (g1).

all of the disputed good. This scenario is more likely to obtain given a democratic target than a non-

democratic target and is most likely to hold when the distribution of capabilities is roughly equal.

Holding the balance-of-forces constant, democratic targets are less likely to obtain a war outcome

that ensures their political survival than are dictators for two reasons. First, a leader’s expected

utility for fighting a war is increasing in his or her mobilization effort and decreasing in the political

cost of mobilization. Given that optimal mobilizations are smaller for democratic leaders than they

are for dictators (Result 2) and variation in the political cost of mobilization across regime type, all

else equal, democratic incumbents will obtain worse interstate war outcomes than non-democratic

leaders. Second, it is less costly for a domestic audience to remove its incumbent with a political

challenger in a democracy than in a dictatorship; implying that democratic leaders need to obtain

better outcomes at the international stage to remain in power than do non-democratic incumbents

(e.g., Bueno de Mesquita et al. 2003, McGillivray and Smith 2008). Both sides of the domestic
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audiences’ decision rule (Inequality 1) therefore imply it is harder for democratic leaders to secure

a war outcome sufficiently positive enough to remain in power than it is for dictators. However,

democratic incumbents become increasingly less likely than non-democratic leaders to obtain a war

outcome that ensures their political survival as the distribution of capabilities approaches parity.

This is because, as noted above, the shares a leader obtains through war are increasing in his or her

mobilization effort and the difference in the optimal mobilization efforts of democrats and dictators

is larger at parity (Result 3).

Result 4 runs counter to the conclusions of the “two-level games” and “audience costs” lit-

eratures. Scholars working in these traditions typically argue democracies obtain more favorable

outcomes at the international level than non-democracies because powerful domestic audiences al-

low democratic leaders to more credibly commit to a bargaining position and/or signal their resolve

(Putnam 1988, Fearon 1994, Schultz 2001).11 Where existing research suggests democratic leaders

should be able to hold out for better bargains than dictators, the model developed here implies the

same domestic audiences that bind democratic leaders provide them with an incentive to accept

worse deals than dictators when fighting a war would entail a large mobilization effort. It is worth

being clear about the source of this result given the prominence of two-level games and audience

costs arguments. A fundamental characteristic of bargaining models is that the terms of a nego-

tiated settlement reflect actors’ valuations of their outside options (Muthoo 1999). The largest

differences in leaders’ valuations for mobilizing and fighting an interstate war in democracies and

dictatorships occur when the pre-war balance of forces is approximately at parity. Accordingly,

democratic leaders should be willing to accept significantly worse deals to avoid mobilizing and

fighting a war when states are relatively evenly matched than dictators, but this difference should

decline as one state becomes substantially stronger than the other.

The claim that democracies should accept worse deals than dictatorships during crisis bargaining

given parity but not preponderance is novel. Other research, though, also describes a relationship

between regime type and crisis bargaining behavior inconsistent with most two-level games and

11There are exceptions. For example, Iida (1993) demonstrates Putnam’s results are sensitive the source of uncer-
tainty and Weeks (2008) questions whether democracies are necessarily able to generate higher audience costs than
non-democracies. However, these nuances often are lost in applied research within these traditions.
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audience costs scholarship. For example, Dixon and Senese (2002), Huth and Allee (2002, pg.

75), and Gibler (2012, pg. 140) argue democracies should be more willing to resolve crises with a

negotiated settlement than non-democracies. The expectation derived here differs from these and

similar claims in two ways. First, Result 4 is concerned with the terms of the deals democratic

and non-democratic targets will accept in lieu of fighting, not whether a negotiated settlement is

struck. Second, the model implies this difference in autocratic and democratic behavior is strongest

at parity, something not suggested by existing research.

The model also suggests the distribution of capabilities influences the relative likelihood demo-

cratic and non-democratic leaders will initiate an interstate crisis that ends in conflict.

Result 5: Dictators are relatively more likely to initiate crisis bargaining that leads to fighting than

democratic leaders when ex ante distribution of forces is approximately equal, but this difference

declines as one state becomes increasingly preponderant over the other.

The model indicates the difference in the likelihood a democratic leader and a dictator initiate

crisis bargaining that results in two states fighting is greatest at parity. L1 will only initiate a

crisis that leads to conflict if she is able to obtain a war outcome sufficiently positive enough for

her to remain in power (g1
m∗

1
m∗

1+m
∗
2
− c1 − µ1m∗

1 ≥ b1 − k1). Per the discussion above, democratic

leaders are less likely to achieve war outcomes that will secure their political survival than dictators

due to variation across regime type in the political cost of mobilization and the structural cost

of leader replacement. However, the difference in the optimal mobilization efforts of democrats

and dictators, and thus expected utility for fighting, is relatively greater at parity than when one

state is preponderant over the other (Result 3). Thus, the difference in the ability of a democratic

incumbent and a dictator to obtain a war outcome sufficient for them to retain power is greater

when the distribution of capabilities is roughly equal than when it is not.

Figure 3 plots the difference in the value of war to State 1 across its share of dyadic capabilities

(g1) when the political cost of mobilization is relatively high (µ1 = 0.25) and relatively low (µ1 =

0.05).12 Positive values indicate the value of war is greater when the political cost of mobilization is

12The calculations reported in Figure 3 also assume µ2 = 0.05, c1 = 0.05, and c2 = 0.05.
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Figure 3: The Difference in the Expected Value of War to State 1 as a Function of the Political
Cost of Mobilization (µ1) across the Balance-of-Forces (g1).

high while negative values indicate the value of war is greater when the political cost of mobilization

is low. Figure 3 demonstrates that the value of war is always greater when the political cost of

mobilization is low, but that the difference is greatest when the two states have roughly equal

resources. Again, consider one state as being substantially stronger than its opponent when it

controls between 75% and 100% of total dyadic capabilities. The mean difference in the expected

value of war is -0.08 when L2 is substantially stronger than L1, -0.77 when L1 is substantially

stronger than L2, and -1.08 when neither side is substantially stronger than the other. Thus, the

difference in the relative ability of a democratic leader and a dictator to obtain a war outcome that

can ensure their political survival is greater when the distribution of capabilities is roughly equal.

A large literature argues that, compared to non-democracies, democracies should be increasingly

less likely to initiate interstate conflicts or wars when their ex ante probability of winning is low

(Reiter and Stam 2002, Filson and Werner 2004) or they possess a substantially smaller portion of
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the ex ante distribution of capabilities (Bueno de Mesquita et al. 2004).13 The model developed here

implies democracies are indeed more selective than dictatorships, but existing research is looking

for evidence of conflict selectivity in the wrong place. Specifically, democratic challengers are

more likely than non-democratic challengers to avoid fights that would require a large mobilization

effort, not fights that they are likely to lose and/or are against substantially stronger opponents.14

The next section empirically analyzes the relationship between regime type, the distribution of

capabilities, and the interstate crises challengers choose to initiation.

4 Democrats, Dictators, and Challenger Selectivity

The formal model indicates democratic leaders should be less likely to initiate interstate crises

that result in fighting than dictators when the ex ante balance of forces is roughly equal and that

this difference declines as the military advantage held by either state increases. I analyze this

prediction using a directed-dyad-year data set that covers all dyads between 1950 and 2001.15 The

data set was compiled largely using EUGene (Bennett and Stam 2000). My statistical analyses

are conducted with a censored probit estimator. Censored probits allow for efficient and unbiased

estimates of multi-stage processes in which the outcomes of the two stages are dichotomous and

the second stage only occurs given a positive outcome at the first stage.16 The primary benefit of

the censored probit for my purpose is that it allows me to jointly estimate the probability that a

challenger chooses to initiate an interstate crisis and force is used to resolve the crisis.

I use the Militarized Compellent Threat (MCT) data set (Sechser 2011) to assess the relationship

13Although, see Downes (2009) and Gibler and Miller (2013).
14To be clear, the model does not imply democracies want to fight wars they are unlikely to win. Instead, it indicates

that democrats and dictators want to avoid wars against substantially stronger opponents, but it is relatively more
important for democrats to avoid wars that require large mobilization efforts than dictators. This highlights the
theoretical implications of differences in democrats’ and dictators’ sensitivity to the costs of mobilizing and fighting
versus the costs of losing (Filson and Werner 2007).

15I analyze this temporal domain because it is the time period for which we have evidence that democratic leaders
pay a higher political cost for mobilization than do dictators (Carter 2017), there are reasons to question whether
this result holds prior to the end of World War II (see the discussion on page 15), and the data for my dependent
variables stop in 2001 (Sechser 2011).

16See Cameron and Trivedi (2005, pg. 551) for technical details of the censored probit and Reed (2000) for an
application to interstate conflict processes.
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between a challenger’s regime type, the distribution of capabilities, and the use of military force.17

The MCT data codes the use and success of militarized compellent threats, defined as “an explicit

demand by one state (the challenger) that another state (the target) alter the status quo in some

material way, backed by a threat of military forces if the target does not comply” (Sechser 2011,

pg. 380). As Sechser notes, the ultimatum bargaining protocol central to many formal models of

interstate crises, including the model developed here, closely resembles a compellent threat.

My statistical analyses rely on two dichotomous variables from the MCT data set. The first

variable, Threat, takes on a value of 1 if State 1 made a militarized compellent threat to State 2

in a given year and 0 otherwise. The second, Force, is coded 1 if, conditional on State 1 making a

threat, military force was used to resolve the crisis and 0 otherwise.

Empirical indicators of two more theoretical concepts are needed to assess the model’s expecta-

tion: the challenger’s regime type and the ex ante distribution of capabilities. I use a dichotomous

variable that distinguishes between democratic and non-democratic states in order to match the

formal model’s treatment of regime type. In particular, Democracy1 is coded 1 if State 1 has a

value of +17 or higher on the 21-point Polity2 index in year t and 0 otherwise (Marshall and

Jaggers 2005). Relative Capabilities identifies the ex ante balance of forces and is measured as

cap1
cap1+cap2

, where capi represents a country’s annual CINC score from the National Material Ca-

pabilities data set (Singer, Bremer and Stuckey 1972). I lag Relative Capabilities to limit the

possibility the measure is affected by pre-war mobilization efforts by either side. Relative Capabil-

ities2 allows the models to estimate whether the balance of forces has a non-linear effect on the

probability the challenger makes a threat and the crisis is resolved peacefully or violently. The

interaction terms Democracy1∗Relative Capabilities and Democracy1∗Relative Capabilities2 iden-

tify whether this effect varies as a function of the challenger’s regime type. These five theoretically

relevant variables are included in the selection and outcome equations of each censored probit.

Obtaining unbiased and efficient parameter estimates from censored probits requires identifi-

17Existing empirical research on challenger selectivity typically uses the Militarized Interstate Dispute (MID) data
set (Palmer et al. 2015). However, the MID project was not designed to analyze the success or failure of coercive threats
and includes a number of militarized disputes in which explicit ex ante bargaining did not take place (Sechser 2011).
Thus, the MCT data set is better suited to assess the model’s expectation than the MID data. See Arena and Joyce
(2015) on the importance of matching empirical indicators to theoretical concepts in the study of crisis bargaining.
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cation through at least one exclusion restriction (Cameron and Trivedi 2005, pg. 551). Further,

censored probits become more difficult to identify as the number of variables included in both the

selection and outcome equations increases (Brandt and Schneider 2007). My primary censored

probit therefore includes six explanatory variables in the selection equation that are not included

in the outcome equation. Democracy2 measures the regime type of State 2 in a given year and is

coded in the same manner as Democracy1. The dummy variable Democratic Dyad is coded 1 if

both states in a dyad are democracies and 0 otherwise. Contiguity is a six-point index for which

lower values represent greater proximity between states (Stinnett et al. 2002). Finally, I include

the cubic polynomial of the number of years since the last time State 1 issued a threat to State 2

as predictors of Threat to model temporal dependence (Carter and Signorino 2010).18

The formal model implies that a democratic leader should be less likely to initiate an interstate

crisis in which the target rejects her demand in favor of fighting than a dictator when the balance-of-

forces is roughly equal. Accordingly, the statistical quantity of theoretical interest is the difference

in the joint probability that a democratic challenger and a non-democratic challenger 1) initiate

an interstate crisis by issuing a militarized compellent threat that 2) results in fighting between

the two states. Standard results tables do not allow for an assessment of this quantity. I therefore

report the censored probit’s parameter estimates in the Supplementary Appendix and focus my

discussion here on a set of predicted probabilities derived from post-estimation simulations.19 For

expositional purposes, I present these results as percentages in Figure 4.

Panel A in Figure 4 reports the joint probability that an autocratic challenger (dashed blue line)

and a democratic challenger (dotted red line) initiate a crisis in which military force is used against

a democratic target across the distribution of ex ante capabilities. Two empirical patterns are

suggested in Panel A. First, and consistent with Result 5, the largest differences across regime type

in the joint probability a challenger initiates an interstate crisis that results in fighting occur when

the distribution of capabilities is roughly equal. Second, both autocratic and democratic challengers

are more likely to initiate crises that lead to fighting when they are substantially stronger than their

18Summary statistics are provided in the Supplementary Appendix.
19The predicted probabilities assume states are directly contiguous and the challenger has not issued a threat in

16 years (sample median).
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Figure 4: Regime Type, Relative Capabilities, and the Initiation of Crises that Lead to Conflict.

targets than when they are substantially weaker. This suggests that both democrats and dictators

are selective in the sense that they prefer to initiate violent crises against weaker opponents than

stronger opponents.

Panel B in Figure 4 presents the first difference (and associated 95% confidence interval) in the

joint probabilities across the distribution of ex ante capabilities. The difference is statistically sig-

nificant at a given balance of forces if the confidence interval does not cross the zero-line. Consistent

with the model’s expectation, Panel B indicates that the probability an autocratic challenger initi-

ates crisis bargaining that ends in fighting is significantly greater than the probability a democratic

challenger does the same when the distribution of pre-crisis resources is roughly equal, but not

when either the challenger or target is substantially stronger than the other. More specifically, the

difference in the joint probabilities is statistically significant when the challenger possesses between

22% and 74% of ex ante capabilities and insignificant otherwise.

I conducted a series of additional analyses to assess the robustness of my findings. First,

Democracy2 and Democratic Dyad were added to the outcome equation of the censored probit
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to account for the possibility a target’s regime type and/or joint democracy influence whether

military force is used after a compellent threat has been issued. Second, democracy was defined

as a state having a value of +16 or greater on the 21-point polity index. Third, a state’s regime

type was measured using the 21-point Polity index (Marshall and Jaggers 2005). Fourth, all of

the explanatory variables were lagged by one year to avoid simultaneity bias. Fifth, the cubic

polynomial of the number of years since the previous time State A made a compellent threat

to State B was omitted from the model to ensure the results are not driven by the temporal

controls (Dafoe 2013). Figure 5 presents the results of post-estimation simulations based on these

robustness checks.20 Consistent with my main analyses, these models yield significant differences

in the probability democratic and non-democratic challengers initiate interstate crises that results

in fighting when the ex ante balance of capabilities is relative equal but not when one side is clearly

stronger than the other.21

Before concluding, it is worth briefly discussing the results from the respective stages of the

censored probit models. The results yielded by the censored probits (reported in the Supplementary

Appendix) indicate the empirical findings reported in Figures 4 and 5 are driven by differences in

the initiation of crises across regime type, not differences in whether democracies or dictatorships

reach a negotiated settlement conditional on them having initiated an interstate crisis. Specifically,

I find that the difference in crisis initiation across regime type is significant at parity and no

difference in the probability a demand is accepted or rejected across the regime type of the initiator.

This is noteworthy for two reasons. First, my finding that threats issued by democracies are no

more or less likely to be resolved peacefully than those issued by dictatorships, conditional on

a threat being made, is consistent with recent work that challenges the so-called “democratic

credibility hypothesis.” Most notably, Downes and Sechser (2012) find that the probability an

observed compellent threat will succeed is unrelated to the regime type of the sender. Second, and

perhaps more importantly, these findings are consistent with the formal model developed here. An

20Results tables are provided in the Supplementary Appendix.
21The single exception is the model that uses the Polity index (Marshall and Jaggers 2005), which indicates that,

compared to democracies, autocracies are significantly more likely to initiate crises that lead to fighting at parity
and significantly less likely to initiate crises that lead to fighting when the challenger has 93% or more of the dyadic
capabilities.
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initiator’s ability to select the terms of xn allows her to make demands that induce acceptance

from a target if that is her optimal play. This is the case whether the initiator is a democracy or

a dictatorship. Accordingly, the model suggests we should observe no significant difference in the

probability demands by democrats or dictators are accepted conditional on a crisis occurring, but

whether a crisis is initiated in the first place and the terms of any negotiated settlement should

vary as a function of regime type and the distribution of capabilities.

5 Discussion and Conclusion

Whether and how interstate conflict processes differ as a function of regime type has consumed

much of the contemporary study of international relations. While there is general consensus that

democracies and dictatorships often differ in their conflict behavior, most of our prominent expla-

nations for these differences follow from faulty premises (Debs and Goemans 2010). A bargaining

model based on the observation that increasing military spending during an interstate war is po-

litically costlier in democracies than it is in dictatorships offers a rational explanation for known

empirical regularities and implies the existence of multiple previously unidentified relationships.

Consistent with one of these novel predictions, I find that democratic challengers are less likely to

initiate interstate crises that lead to fighting than are autocratic challengers only when the ex ante

distribution of forces is relatively equal.

The results presented here speak to three of the most prominent literatures in international

relations. First, my findings have implications for our understanding of the democratic peace. The

formal model suggests that the monadic and dyadic versions of the democratic peace should be

strongest when the ex ante balance of capabilities is roughly at parity.22 In particular, L1 is less

likely to initiate a crisis that leads to fighting when both states are democracies than when one

or both states are dictatorships because democratic leaders have a harder time obtaining a war

outcome that secures their political survival than do non-democratic leaders. Following the logic

outlined above, this dynamic is more pronounced at parity when the differences in the optimal

22See the appendix for the technical details behind this claim.
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mobilization efforts and, thus, the value of a war for democracies and dictatorships are greatest.23

Note that these theoretical results are consistent with my empirical analyses: given a democratic

target, the only time a democratic challenger is less likely than an autocratic challenger to issue a

compellent threat that leads to conflict is when the military balance is roughly equal. Thus, my

theoretical and empirical results suggest the ex ante balance-of-power conditions the democratic

peace.

My findings also inform the debate about democratic advantages in foreign policy. The conven-

tional wisdom among international relations scholars is that democracies are more likely to win the

wars they fight than are non-democracies (Reiter and Stam 2002). Most theoretical explanations

for this empirical finding argue that, relative to dictatorships, democracies are more likely to select

out of conflicts against stronger opponents (Reiter and Stam 2002), mobilize more of their resources

during a war (Lake 1992), or are both more selective and try harder to win the wars they fight

(Bueno de Mesquita et al. 1999). The formal and empirical results reported here indicate that there

is no difference in the extent to which democratic and non-democratic challengers avoid fighting

substantially stronger opponents. Further, the formal model implies democratic leaders should

mobilize fewer economic resources for war than their autocratic counterparts, a claim consistent

with the empirical record during the post-World War II period (Carter and Palmer 2015). This

suggests that even if democracies are able to borrow money at lower interest rates on the interna-

tional market than non-democracies (Schultz and Weingast 2003, Beaulieu, Cox and Saiegh 2012),

variation in the political cost of mobilization across regime type prevents office-valuing democratic

leaders from using this potential democratic advantage during times of interstate war.

My argument and findings suggest that the most common theoretical explanations for the

historic success of democracies in interstate wars do not hold in the contemporary international

system. Yet, it still appears that democracies win more of the wars they fight than do dictatorships.

A recent article by Graham, Gartzke and Fariss (2015) offers an alternative explanation for this

empirical result. Graham, Gartzke and Fariss argue democracies disproportionately win the wars

23This result becomes stronger if the formal model assumes that democratic publics are less willing to support
mobilization against democratic opponents than autocratic opponents, as suggested by the findings of Tomz and
Weeks (2013) and Goldsmith et al. (2015).
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they fight because they are more likely to join larger and more powerful military coalitions than

dictatorships. This manuscript offers micro-foundations for their argument and statistical results.

Specifically, my argument and findings indicate that democracies do not systematically fight weaker

opponents than non-democracies and democratic leaders are likely to be removed from power if

they attempt to overwhelm an equally powerful opponent with a large mobilization effort than

are dictators. If we think political incumbents prefer to remain in power, then my argument and

findings suggest democratic leaders have a stronger incentive to fight interstate wars in powerful

military coalitions than do dictators.

Finally, the formal model implies democratic targets will accept worse deals than non-democratic

targets to avoid a war against an evenly matched opponent. This runs counter to popular two-

level games and audience costs arguments that conclude democracies should obtain better bar-

gains at the international level due to their stronger domestic audiences. Numerous refinements

and challenges to the underlying assumptions and predictions of standard two-level games and

audience costs models exist (among others, Weeks 2008, Brown and Marcum 2011, Downes and

Sechser 2012, Chaudoin 2014, Kertzer and Brutger 2016). The claim that the public’s greater

influence in democratic politics and the balance-of-power interact to provide dictatorships with an

international bargaining advantage, though, is novel. While assessing this expectation with obser-

vational data presents significant challenges, recent advances in geo-spatial data that map the size

of territorial claims (Schultz 2017) could allow for an empirical test of this claim.

There are a number of extensions to my argument and model that might usefully be developed.

Perhaps the most straightforward, and potentially rewarding, is to consider how the political cost of

mobilization varies within democracies and dictatorships. There is a long tradition of differentiating

authoritarian regimes based on whether they are controlled by civilians or the military (notable

typologies used by international conflict scholars include those developed by Geddes 2003, Lai and

Slater 2006, Weeks 2012). My argument suggests that civilian-led dictatorships should mobilize

fewer resources to fight and be less willing to initiate interstate conflicts that would require large

mobilization efforts than autocracies run by the military. Among democracies, it is likely the

case that the political cost of mobilization varies with the strength of political opposition to the
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leader/party in power and/or the specific conflict (Schultz 2001, Arena 2015). Colaresi (2014)

demonstrates that democracies with strong national security oversight mechanisms enjoy stronger

public support for their foreign policy activities, have higher levels of military spending, and obtain

better foreign policy outcomes than democracies without strong oversight.24 This suggest that,

compared to democracies with little national security oversight, the political cost of mobilization

should be lower among democracies with strong oversight institutions and, therefore, they should

be able to mobilize more resources to fight and less likely to select out of interstate crises against

equally matched opponents.

Moving beyond differences within democracies and dictatorships, a formal model that incor-

porates intra-war bargaining and multiple opportunities to mobilize could generate predictions

regarding the magnitude and timing of mobilization and why democracies and autocracies alter

their behavior as a war endures (Bennett and Stam 1998). Models that consider interactions be-

tween the political consequences for mobilizing and signaling (Slantchev 2005), leadership turnover

during a crisis (Wolford 2007), and incumbent preferences beyond retaining office (Heffington 2016)

would also offer insights into conflict behavior. Regardless of the specific form future research might

take, the results presented here demonstrate that explicitly considering the political consequences

of mobilization holds promise for improving our understanding of interstate conflict processes.
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